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Acceleron Labs
Vertical: Enterprise
Technology: Hardware & Systems

Asquared IoT
Vertical: Industrial, Manufacturing
Technology: IoT, AI, Computer vision

Constems AI Systems
Vertical: Industrial, Manufacturing
Technology: AI, Computer vision

Cron Systems
Vertical: 3D data perception platform
Technology: AI, Computer vision

Cyclops MedTech
Vertical: Healthcare
Technology: AI, Computer vision

Camcom
Vertical: Manufacturing, Automotive, BFSI
Technology: AI, Computer vision

Cleanslate Technologies
Vertical: Industrial
Technology: IoT

Addverb Technologies
Vertical: Warehouses
Technology: Robotics

Ariano Instruments
Vertical: Music
Technology: Haptics



HaystackAnalytics
Vertical: Healthcare
Technology: Genomics

Infilect Technologies
Vertical: Retail
Technology: AI, Computer vision

DragonFruit
Vertical: Horizontal
Technology: AI, Computer vision

Eder labs
Vertical: Horizontal
Technology: Machine Learning

Entropik Tech
Vertical: Retail, Consumer
Technology: AI, Computer vision

CynLr
Vertical: Industrial, Manufacturing
Technology: Robotics, AI, Computer vision

Dave.Ai
Vertical: Retail, Banking
Technology: AI, Computer vision

DeepSight AI Labs
Vertical: BFSI
Technology: AI, Computer vision
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Insightzz (MLIT18)
Vertical: Industrial
Technology: AI, Computer vision



Jidoka 
Vertical: Industrial, Manufacturing
Technology: AI, Computer vision
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LivNSense
Vertical: Industrial, Manufacturing
Technology: IoT, AI, Computer vision

ORBO.AI
Vertical: Horizontal
Technology: AI, Computer vision

QNu Labs
Vertical: Cyber security
Technology: Cryptography

Qualitas Technologies
Vertical: Industrial, Manufacturing
Technology: AI, Computer vision

Qure.AI
Vertical: Healthcare
Technology: AI, Computer vision

Intangles
Vertical: Automotive OEM
Technology: IOT, ML

Senseforth
Vertical: BFSI, E-Commerse, Telecom
Technology: AI, NLP

Letsving
Vertical: Enterprise
Technology: Platform
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Simyog
Vertical: Automotive, EV Manufacturers
Technology: Simulation, Physics Model

SwitchOn
Vertical: Industrial, Manufacturing
Technology: IoT, AI, Computer vision

Sensovision
Vertical: Industrial, Manufacturing
Technology: AI, Computer vision

Statwig
Vertical: Supply chain
Technology: IoT, Blockchain

Unbox Robotics
Vertical: Retail Warehouses
Technology: Robotics
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TenXer Technologies
Vertical: ESDM
Technology: IoT, Virtual lab

Tranzmeo IT Solutions
Vertical: Industrial (Oil & Gas)
Technology: IoT

ToneTag
Vertical: Retail
Technology: IOT, ML

Staqu
Vertical: Enterprise, BFSI, Government
Technology: AI, Computer vision



Vacus Tech
Vertical: Industrial
Technology: IoT

Wobot Intelligence
Vertical: Food Services, Retail, and Industrial
Technology: AI, Computer vision

Voxelgrids
Vertical: Healthcare
Technology: AI, Computer vision
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Glossary 
Terms
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Sl.No. Startup Name

Acceleron Labs MDC http://www.acceleronlabs.com/ 1.

Product Name Product Brief Website

Acceleron Labs' MDC with software defined mini data 
center features enables true HCI (Hyper Converged 
Infrastructure) solutions for enterprise customers. MDC 
with its low latency network, high bandwidth backbone 
enables virtualized and distributed acceleration. MDC 
system accelerates storage, server and network 
performance rack-wise or box-wise.

Addverb Technologies Zippy
Dynamo
Quadron
Co-bots

https://addverb.com/ 2. Industrial Automation provider focusing on Robotics 
applications for Industrial usage, Warehouse 
Automation Technologies & Industrial Internet of things 
(IIOT).

Asquared IoT Equilips 4.0 www.asquared.ai 

https://www.ariano.in/

4. Equilips 4.0 is an edge computing device that uses 
real-time sound analytics techniques to identify the 
sounds and calculate performance and productivity 
parameters of Industrial machinery

Camcom Camcom www.camcom.ai5. Enterprise defect and damage assessment platform 
built on a computer vision stack already in production 
with market leaders in the automotive, supply chain and 
bottling industries in India.
Deployed using mobile phone cameras and industrial 
rigs (where required) and hence immensely scalable, 
the platform is vertical agnostic and takes subjectivity 
out of the QC process.

Ariano Instruments Ariano K23. Music Keyboards have an age-old problem. They have 
a set of keys, each plays a particular note.
And unlike acoustic instruments like guitar, violins etc, 
it’s not possible to shape a note after it's played. Simple 
actions like bending a string in guitar, or continuous 
travel between notes in violin, or blowing air harder into 
a flute, are missing. Ariano is solving exactly this and 
makes the keyboard more expressive
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Sl.No. Startup Name

Cleanslate Technologies inLog, SecureOps6.

Product Name Product Brief Website

Reduce operating costs and boost productivity with 
location intelligence from our proprietary real time 
location systems

Constems AI Systems BoVi-AI & IRA www.constems-ai.com7. AI based Vision Inspection Platform; AI with infinite 
Vision

Cyclops MedTech BalanceEye and 
BrainEye

www.cyclopsmedtech.com9. Eye tracking and deep learning based diagnostic and 
screening solutions for Neurological diseases with both 
clinical and telemedicine use cases

CynLr CynLr www.cynlr.com 10. CynLr is a visual object intelligence platform that 
enables industrial robotic arms to see, understand and 
manipulate any object in random unstructured 
environments.

Dave.Ai Dave Ai www.iamdave.ai 11. Dave.ai is an AI platform that helps bring the power of 
online to offline brands. Dave helps these brands create 
Virtual/Pop Up stores with a sales avatar for 
remote/online product discovery and In-Store 
Personalisation using kiosks or VR. Thus converting 
every marketing interaction into a sales opportunity. 
The patent pending platform combines four layers of 
technology to build a virtual avatar - Speech & NLP, 
Facial Detection, Real time 3D Rendering and a 
recommender system.

DeepSight AI Labs Super Secure https://deepsightlabs.com/ 12. A Smart Video Surveillance based on advanced 
Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning technologies. 
SuperSecure+ adds intelligence to existing or new 
CCTV cameras for the physical banking based threats 
namely human intrusion, people with helmets, masks, 
weapons, face recognition.

Cron Systems SenseEdge www.cronai.ai 8. CRON Systems is a leading provider of 
high-performance, sensing products and perception 
software that brings vision to the UAVs, automobiles, 
mapping, security and general surveillance and other 
industries to enhance situational awareness.
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Sl.No. Startup Name

DragonFruit Dragonfruit Client, 
Cloud, Split AI

13.

Product Name Product Brief Website

Dragonfruit is the industry’s first petabyte-scale hybrid 
video analytics solution, powered by cutting-edge AI 
infrastructure and models. Our mission is to 
democratise AI by lowering the barrier of entry and 
providing innovative, flexible solutions to solve pressing 
needs. One of Dragonfruit’s major focus areas is Law 
Enforcement and Physical Security.

Eder labs Fluid www.eder.io14. We make AI deployments lighter and effective while 
ensuring data / IP privacy, without requiring data to 
move from source. Our product, Fluid, combines 
'federated learning' and 'confidential computing' to 
protect both, data and model IPs.

Entropik Tech AffectLab https://www.entropiktech.com/ 15. Entropik Tech’s proprietary multi-modal emotion 
recognition technologies combined with AI helps 
brands measure the cognitive and emotional 
responses of consumers to their content and product 
experiences. Turning emotions into actionable insights, 
Entropik helps them optimize brand experience 
journeys and solve real business problems across 
industries

HaystackAnalytics OmegaTB www.haystackanalytics.in 16. Combating drug resistance has no Plan B. It must be 
done, today. The most critical step towards that is to 
stop using antibiotics where not required, as evinced by 
complete and comprehensive drug susceptibility 
profiling. Genomics based DST is the only technology, 
which is complete, and scalable for performing DST on 
Day Zero.

Infilect Technologies Infiviz www.infilect.com 17. Infilect digitizes every shelf in every store every day, 
answers why and how of out of stock and over stock 
problems. The solution specifically measures the 
degree of on shelf availability of every SKU and share of 
shelf of every product-brand. This helps retails brands 
get real-time data on out of stock and over stock on the 
retail shelves in order to take appropriate merchandising 
actions.
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Sl.No. Startup Name

Jidoka TIGRIS
HURON
MIYAKE

18.

19.

20.

21.

Product Name Product Brief Website

Jidoka, a principle which advocates “intelligent 
automation”, is at the heart of our products where we 
combine Artificial Intelligence with Industry 
Automation & Machine Vision to deliver cutting edge 
solutions. We specialize in automating detection of 
visual defects – a process that is highly subjective by 
nature across industries. Experience the most 
comprehensive solution – on your road to achieving 
Jidoka.

LivNSense iSense4i™
CCR4.0
WELDSENSE®
ViCAS™
WiSH

https://livnsense.com/ 22. LivNSense is a pioneering Industrial IoT & AI Platform 
led venture that serves the manufacturing and 
production industries, with a primary focus on 
continuous manufacturing and discrete manufacturing 
Industry. 

ORBO.AI ORBO AI www.orbo.ai 23. A deep learning and computer vision-based platform 
that is enhancing low-resolution videos to 1080p or 4K 
video formats in real-time.

QNu Labs QKD, QRNG, PQC www.qunulabs.com 24. QuNu Labs primary product range deals with Quantum 
Key Distribution (QKD). QKD solves the problem of 
secure key distribution by allowing the exchange of a 
cryptographic key between two remote parties through 
an exchange of encoded quantum bits (qubits), which 
are unhackable, by virtue of the laws of quantum physics
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Intangles Intangles https://www.intangles.aiData-driven digital twin and IoT-enabled solutions for 
vehicle monitoring and fleet management

Letsving Letsving https://www.letsving.comUnified Video Conference Platform For Hybrid Work 
that works with Any OEM Camera. Any Meeting Platform

Insightzz (MLIT18) Insightzz https://insightzz.comComputer vision and artificial intelligence based applied 
intelligence system to automate visual quality inspection



Qualitas Technologies EagleEye® Camera
EagleEye® Cloud
EagleEye® Egde

https://qualitastech.com/ Qualitas EagleEye inspection system can be used in 
any type of industry where quality control is necessary. 
Data collected by this system helps to improve the 
efficiency in the production line. This inspection 
system provides manufacturing companies to conduct 
100 % inspection of parts or components for quality 
control purposes. If you want to improve the quality 
and efficiency of your industry then this inspection 
system is a better solution.

Sl.No. Startup Name

Qure.AI Qxr, QER26.

Product Name Product Brief Website

Qure.ai is an AI-based clinical decision support tool for 
analyzing diagnostic images and giving insight to the 
doctor. Its radiology solution can diagnose disease 
from CT Scans, MRIs and X-rays as well as outline and 
quantify regions of interest such as tumors or lung 
disease patterns to make healthcare more accessible 
and affordable.

Sensovision QualViz, VizSort www.sensoviz.com28.

27.

SensoVision is an AI Tech company working in the 
field of Quality Inspection for Manufacturing Units. 
SensoVision uses AI and Computer Vision with 
custom Mechanical and Optical Engineering to make 
end to end solutions. These solutions are capable of 
inspecting parts ranging from screws to big 
automobiles in an automated manner. By staying true 
to its vision of Taking research into Product, 
SensoVision is transforming the product quality 
Inspection in various industries to take it a notch above. 
While currently focused on Machine vision, the 
roadmap includes collecting large amount of data 
points to evolve a deep learning model

25.
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https://www.qure.ai/ 

Senseforth A.Ware https://www.senseforth.aiConversational AI and chatbot solutions built by 
Senseforth address queries, resolve issues, perform 
tasks, make product recommendations, and also 
provide meaningful insights.



Statwig Statwig www.statwig.comStatwig leverages blockchain and connected sensors 
to provide real-time, tamper-proof and end-to-end 
tracking of the complete life cycle of the product as it 
moves along the cold chain, especially vaccine delivery.

Sl.No. Startup Name

TenXer Technologies33.

29.

30.

31.

32.

Product Name Product Brief Website

Semiconductor Companies engage with their 
customers the way they did decades ago - with 
physical Evaluation Modules. TenXer’s Virtual Lab 
enables them to move their ICs on the cloud. Users can 
access the IC set up using a browser and evaluate 
virtually, increasing the effectiveness.

34.
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www.tenxertech.com 

Staqu JARVIS™
PAIS
SIAN

http://www.staqu.comAI startup in the security and enterprise big data 
analytics domain, with facial recognition technology 
and intelligent monitoring of objects, crowd and 
perimeter monitoring with real-time alerts to 
significantly reduce the time for relevant actions.

ToneTag Tonetag ToneTag solution enables data communication and 
engagement services over sound waves. This is 
transforming retail ecosystem with features like 
real-time payment acknowledgement, 
proximity-based services & loyalty solutions

https://www.tonetag.com

Simyog Compliance-Scope www.simyog.com System-level simulations for automobile designers to 
catch EMI and EMC issues early on in the design cycle, 
thereby reducing the need to build and test several 
prototypes to check the components’ resistance to EMI

SwitchOn SwitchOn http://switchon.io/ SwitchOn leverage technologies such as Industrial IoT 
and Machine learning to digitize critical equipment for 
industries by creating Digital Twins of equipment to 
help customers reduce unplanned downtime, improve 
operational efficiency and maximize asset utilization.



Tranzmeo IT Solutions T-Connect www.tranzmeo.com Tranzmeo’s T-Connect is an intelligent 
High-performance System, which is designed to 
redefine the anomaly & Intrusion detection in Oil & Gas 
pipelines with the help of optical sensing technology 
and deep learning

Unbox Robotics UnboxRobotics www.unboxrobotics.comUnbox Robotics is building software-defined robotics 
platforms to enable logistics players to automate and 
radically improve their operations on-demand in a 
limited footprint and capital. We apply proprietary 
Swarm Intelligence and ML algorithms inspired by 
nature to re-define the way companies’ sort and ship 
orders

Vacus Tech www.vacustech.com Vacus Tech is a Wireless Indoor Positioning Company 
with patented technology for automated configurable 
fencing, precise positioning and accounting of assets 
and people with an accuracy of 30 cm.

Wobot Intelligence Wobot.ai www.wobot.aiWobot Intelligence enables vision-based process 
compliance. Wobot’ s deep learning computer
vision tool plugs into existing cameras and helps in 
monitoring industry specific SOPs. The AI
identifies people, their activities, and objects. Wobot 
has helped organizations in Food, Retail, and 
Manufacturing to reduce the cost of monitoring 
employees, risk of Non-compliance, pilferage, and 
improve productivity.

Sl.No. Startup Name

35.

Product Name Product Brief Website

36.

Voxelgrids Voxelgrids MRI https://www.voxelgrids.com

37.

38.

39.

Voxelgrids is an Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
technology startup, building Lightweight, Ultra-Fast, 
Next-Generation Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI) Scanners
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